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Visual equivalence within a form represents the design 
property of Symmetry. 
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Use symmetry to improve recall and recognition
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"Symmetry is perceived in design as the most basic and 
enduring aspect of beauty"

Symmetry is 
aesthetically 
pleasing
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Exception: Asymmetry can be useful for creating dynamic, 
movement, which can be engaging and eye-catching.
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Simplicity in design makes a message more sticky



Use emotional impact to drive home your message



Use surprise to create a memorable message 



The Red Effect is “a tendency to perceive women wearing red as 
more attractive and men wearing red as more dominant.”



The red effect is common in fashion media 



Assignment 1 (Slides 2-5)
For Symmetry Unit:

Find 2 examples of symmetry (representing any of the three types covered in slides 3) from the Metropolian Museum of 
Art online collection, found here: http://www.metmuseum.org/collection/the-collection-online

Take screenshots of the images you choose using Jing or Nimbus. 

Identify what type of symmetry the image represents. 

As noted in slide 5, symmetry can sometimes be too stable, making it boring. Write your opinion on the images chosen 
- do you think they are boring or is symmetry an appropriate choice and why? Use 20 to 30 words minimum for each 
image. 

Comment on one of your classmates submissions - either agreeing or disagreeing with them and explaining why. 

For example, this image would be considered an example of translation symmetry:

Image source: http://www.metmuseum.org/learn/for-educators/publications-for-educators/art-of-the-islamic-world/unit-three

http://www.metmuseum.org/collection/the-collection-online
http://www.metmuseum.org/learn/for-educators/publications-for-educators/art-of-the-islamic-world/unit-three


Assignment 2 (Slides 6-8)

For Stickiness Unit:

Find 2 examples of Stickiness that utilize a variable from the text that I did NOT cover already. I covered Simplicity, 
Surprise, and Emotion. Explain in roughly 50 - 100 words why your chosen image(s) represent the variable you claim 
they represent. 

Review your classmates work and reply to 2 of their choices. Explain why you agree or disagree with their justifications 
of their choice. If you disagree, explain why, and which variable you feel the image represents.

Bonus Challenge: See if you can find an image that hits the trifecta, that is to say it represents all 3 of the variables that 
I did NOT cover. 

Image Credits:

Slide 6: John Deere: http://wiki.lib.purdue.edu/download/attachments/2950113/TD905.jpg?version=1&amp;modificationDate=1315369613000

  Ad Men : http://images.indiebound.com/210/719/9780978719210.jpg

Slide 7: From the Ad Council. http://i.ytimg.com/vi/262r7Wuut2A/hqdefault.jpg

Slide 8:  Creative Anti-Smoking Campaign http://adsoftheworld.com/sites/default/files/styles/media_retina/public/antismoking-poster.jpg?itok=9_uzq79o

http://wiki.lib.purdue.edu/download/attachments/2950113/TD905.jpg?version=1&amp;modificationDate=1315369613000
http://images.indiebound.com/210/719/9780978719210.jpg
http://i.ytimg.com/vi/262r7Wuut2A/hqdefault.jpg
http://adsoftheworld.com/sites/default/files/styles/media_retina/public/antismoking-poster.jpg?itok=9_uzq79o


Assignment 3 (Slides 9-10)

For Red Effect Unit:

Applying the red effect concept, find 2 images that display the red effect for females and/or males 
and explain what is being communicated and how (attractiveness, power, wealth by means of 
clothing, cosmetics, and or surroundings).

Embed the image in your response and describe why you chose your images, using at least 25 words 
in your response.

Respond to at least one other student submission with at least 25 words explaining why you agree or 
disagree with the images utilized.


